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486a Tuesday, February 18, 2014non-branched ratchet mechanism for the nucleotide addition cycle in which
translocation is one of the rate-limiting steps. We further determined all the
major on- and off-pathway kinetic parameters in the elongation cycle. The re-
sulting translocation energy landscape shows that the off-pathway states are
favored thermodynamically but not kinetically over the on-pathway states,
conferring the enzyme its propensity to pause and furnishing the physical basis
for transcriptional regulation.
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Superresolution fluorescence microscopy locates and tracks the diffusive
motion of single copies of RNA polymerase (RNAP) in live E. coli. On a time-
scale of 0.1-1.0 s, most RNAP copies separate remarkably cleanly into two
states with comparable populations. The ‘‘slow’’ RNAPs move indistinguish-
ably from DNA loci. We assign them to specifically bound copies that are initi-
ating transcription, elongating, pausing, or awaiting termination. The ‘‘fast’’
RNAP copies act as a homogeneous population with Dfast = 0.2 mm2-s-1.
These are assigned as a rapidly exchanging mixture of non-specifically bound
copies and copies undergoing three-dimensional diffusion within the nucleoids.
In longer trajectories of 7-s duration, we directly observe transitions between
the slow and fast states, corroborating the assignments. In rapid growth condi-
tions, for which transcription of stable RNA predominates over transcription of
mRNA, the slow, transcribing RNAP copies preferentially locate at the periph-
ery of the nucleoids, as do rrnG and RNAP ‘‘transcription foci’’. The data pro-
vide strong evidence for transcription occurring at or very near the cytoplasmic
membrane, supporting the transertion hypothesis of co-transcriptional transla-
tion of membrane proteins. We compare the partitioning of RNAP states in-
ferred from single-particle tracking with different partitioning models from
the literature.
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Promoter melting by bacterial RNA polymerase is a key step in transcription
initiation. We used Next Generation Sequencing (NGS) based approach to
analyze in parallel promoter melting kinetics of all 4096 sequence variants
of the 6 bp 10 element of the bacterial promoter. We used NGS read count
for each sequence of a promoter library containing randomized 10 sequence
as an observable to determine relative enrichment of 10 element sequence
variants at different time points of promoter melting reaction. The analysis re-
inforced the dominating role of consensus bases at positions 11 and 7 and
demonstrated an enhanced preference for A at 11 among sequences exhibit-
ing the fastest melting kinetics, consistent with the role for this base in early
steps of promoter melting. However overall, somewhat unexpectedly, the T
at 7 is more important then the A at 11 for efficient promoter melting.
We observed a modest but significant correlation between the duplex
melting energy of 10 element sequence variants and the kinetics of promoter
melting. This correlation is more pronounced when the dominating base-
specific interactions with RNAP are diminished. These observations indicate
that promoter melting kinetics is determined by a combination of base-
specific effects/interactions and sequence-dependent stability DNA duplex
with the former playing a dominating role. Our data illustrate the great utility
of NGS as a reliable, quantitative readout in biophysical experiments, where
DNA sequence dependence of the protein activity on a large number of
sequence variants could be interrogated in parallel.
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Cancerous and aging cells have longbeen thought to be impacted by transcription
errors. Until now, a lack of methodology for directly assessing such errors hin-
dered evaluation of their impact to the cells.We report a high-resolution Illumina
RNA-seqmethod that can assess noncoded base substitutions inmRNAat 10^-4-
10^-5 per base frequencies in vitro and in vivo. Statistically reliable detection of
changes in transcription fidelity through ~10^3 nt DNA sites assures that the
RNA-seq can analyze the fidelity in a large number of the sites where errors
occur. A combination of the RNA-seq and biochemical analyses of the
positions for the errors revealed two sequence-specificmechanisms that increasetranscription fidelity by Escherichia coli RNA polymerase. A genome-wide
assessment of transcription fidelity based on RNA-seq is also discussed.
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Mounting evidence suggests that transcript elongation in eukaryotic organisms
is regulated via a variety of mechanical cues affecting entry into and exit from
transient transcriptional pauses or permanent arrest. A number of accessory
factors, including TFIIF and TFIIS, are implicated in the control of these pro-
cesses. Here, we investigate the interactions of RNA polymerase II (RNAPII)
with these factors in a single-molecule optical trapping assay. When monitoring
the response of elongation complexes - containing RNAPII and combinations
of TFIIF and TFIIS - to controlled mechanical loads, we find that at low force
both factors are independently capable of returning arrested RNAPII to produc-
tive elongation. At high forces, TFIIF synergistically enhances TFIIS-induced
transcriptional re-start but is itself incapable of re-starting transcription. Results
obtained with a cleavage-defective TFIIS mutant suggest that TFIIS, in addi-
tion to its well-established role in catalyzing transcript cleavage, may relieve
arrest via a second, cleavage-independent mechanism. Importantly, the factors’
activities do not result in a significantly enhanced stall force, but rather promote
the persistence of RNAPII in transcriptionally active states when faced with
mechanical obstacles.
Our studies also uncover unexpected insights into RNAPII-intrinsic mecha-
nisms underlying transient transcriptional pauses. Both the force-dependence
of pause entry and a direct visualization of the process at near-basepair resolu-
tion reveal two distinct mechanisms: under forces opposing transcription,
pauses typically originate from a backtracking event, whereas under assisting
loads a backtrack-independent pause mechanism dominates. Pause duration
distributions provide additional mechanistic insights, suggesting that back-
tracking is not a purely diffusive process, but that instead the extent of back-
tracking may be restricted by mechanisms intrinsic to RNAPII.
Taken together, these results provide a glimpse at how nature resolves obstacles
to transcription through the concerted interactions of RNAPII with multiple
accessory factors.
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A staggering 30% of the world’s population is infected with latent tuberculosis
(WHO 2010). As such, Mycobacterium tuberculosis (Mtb) represents a major
global burden to public health, and understanding its pathology is crucial to
improving therapies. CarD is a transcription factor essential for Mtb survival
and pathogenesis. CarD is known to bind both RNA polymerase (RNAP) as
well as DNA. Weakening CarD’s interactions with RNAP improves efficacy
of Rifampicin, which demonstrates the immediate clinical potential of CarD
as a therapeutic target. The mechanism of CarD’s interaction with mycobacte-
rial RNAP and DNA during transcription is unknown, although ChIP-seq data
shows CarD is most often located on promoter DNA throughout the genome
suggesting that CarD is involved in initiation of transcription. CarD is also
found at all rRNA promoters, so it is possible that CarD’s essentiality arises
from its role in regulation of rRNA levels during growth and latency. There-
fore, to understand this essential component of Mtb pathogenesis, we aim to
elucidate the mechanism of CarD-mediated regulation of transcription initia-
tion at mycobacterial rRNA promoters.
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The use of aptamer-fluorogen complexes is an emerging strategy for RNA im-
aging. Despite promise for cellular imaging and sensing, the low fluorescence
Tuesday, February 18, 2014 487aintensity of the Spinach-DFHBI RNA aptamer fluorogen complex hampers its
utility in quantitative live-cell and high-resolution imaging applications. Here
we report that illumination of the Spinach-fluorogen complex induces
photoconversion and subsequently fluorogen dissociation, leading to fast fluo-
rescence decay and fluorogen concentration-dependent recovery. We demon-
strate a low-repetition illumination scheme that enables us to maximize the
potential of the Spinach-DFHBI RNA imaging tag in living cells.
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Mechanosensitive (MS) channels are membrane proteins which are gated by
mechanical stress in the cell membrane. Channel opening in response to
mechanical stresses makes it possible for molecules to pass through the mem-
brane, allowing an organism to alleviate solute imbalances which place osmotic
stress on the membrane and can cause cell lysis and death. Two of the seven
known MS channels in E. coli, MscL and MscS, are individually capable of
rescuing these bacteria from sudden changes in osmolarity (osmotic shock).
If MscL andMscS are both sufficient for ensuring survival under osmotic shock
conditions, what is the purpose of the other five MS channels? In the interest of
exploring the physiological roles of the various MS channels, we hypothesize
that understanding how they are regulated will shed light on their function. Spe-
cifically, we investigate the regulatory context of the MS genes by identifying
the regulatory architecture and transcription factors responsible for controlling
MS gene output. We use a method known as "Sort-Seq" to locate transcription
factor binding sites with base pair resolution, and DNA affinity chromatog-
raphy to determine transcription factor identity. Understanding how the MS
genes are regulated will give us clues as to the specific stressors which they
defend the cell against. This work provides a specific case study of a method
which we think will have much broader reach in mapping out regulatory net-
works genome-wide.
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RNA polymerase (RNAP) melts promoter DNA to form transcription-
competent open promoter complex (RPo). Interaction of the RNAP s subunit
with non-template strand bases of a conserved 10 element (consensus
sequence T-12A-11T-10A-9A-8T-7) is an important source of energy-driving
localized promoter melting. Here, we used a fluorometric RNAP molecular
beacon assay to investigate interdependencies of RNAP interactions with
10 element nucleotides. The data reveal a strong cooperation between
RNAP interactions with individual 10 element non-template strand nucleo-
tides and indicate that recognition of the 10 element bases occurs only
when the overall RNAP 10 element binding acquires a free energy below a
ca. 3 kcal/mol threshold. These results may be explained by that the individ-
ual interactions between RNAP and 10 element nucleotides cooperatively
contribute into retaining a characteristic recognizable conformation of the
10 element nt-strand that was revealed in recent structural studies. The
RNAP interaction with T/A-12 base pair was found to be strongly stimulated
by RNAP interactions with other 10 element bases and with promoter spacer
between the 10 and 35 promoter elements. The data also indicate that
unmelted 10 promoter element can impair RNAP interactions with promoter
DNA upstream of the 11 position. We suggest that cooperativity and
threshold effects are important factors guiding the dynamics and selectivity
of transcription initiation complex formation.
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Bacterial processes have long been thought of to occur in the cytoplasmwithout
further internal organization such as found for eukaryotes. Yet, recent studiesincreasingly reveal that many processes are spatially organized, also including
transcription [1].
As diffraction-limited fluorescence microscopy is unable to resolve the precise
distribution of active RNA polymerases we apply quantitative photoactivation-
localization microscopy (PALM) using the monomeric and bright fluorophore
PAmCherry1 [2, 3].
We show super-resolved mapping of the spatial organization of RNA polymer-
ase in E. coli under different growth conditions, apply various concepts of
quantitative analyzes of the localization microscopy data and discuss the limits
of localization-based super-resolution techniques in assessing biomolecular
structures with high spatiotemporal resolution.
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Transcription initiation involves a series of conformational changes that are
triggered in both RNA polymerase (RNAP) and DNA after recognition of
35,10 elements of promoter DNA by RNAP holoenzyme, consisting of cat-
alytic core and a specificity factor, s. RNA polymerase (RNAP) functions as a
molecular isomerization machine, binding and bending the promoter DNA in
the initial closed complex and using binding free energy to melt 13 bp of
DNA in the active site cleft to form an initial unstable open promoter complex,
which is converted to a final open complex (RPo) (Saecker et al, ’11). Promoter
melting is thought to commence upon flipping of 11A of the non-template
strand out of the DNA helix (Schroeder et al, ’09) but several questions remain
open. After recruitment of RNAP to promoter DNA, what conformational
changes occur in the complex to put the downstream DNA duplex in the cleft?
When and how is the DNA bent and wrapped around RNAP? When does
the 11A element rotate vis-a`-vis wrapping? To answer these questions, we
are characterizing early intermediates at the lPr promoter using equilibrium
and kinetic bulk fluorescence measurements. Fluorescence Resonance Energy
Transfer (FRET) experiments monitor the extent of wrapping whereas stopped-
flow ‘‘Beacon’’ assays provide information about 11A base-flipping and
opening of 10 region (Mekler et al, ’11). FRET experiments show that pro-
moter DNA is wrapped around RNAP in the advanced closed complex and
that wrapping persists in open complexes. The wrapped open complex is found
to be transcriptionally competent. Real-time stopped-flow kinetic experiments
are in progress to determine the sequence of steps in which upstream and down-
stream duplex promoter DNA are bent toward and wrapped around RNAP to
put the start site region in the cleft and open it.
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DNA supercoiling is a fundamental property of chromosomal DNA in living
cells and greatly affects the efficiency of many essential DNA transactions.
For instance, the prokaryotic leu-500 promoter, an inactive promoter in bacte-
ria, and can be activated by supercoiling in the topA strains. Although DNA
supercoiling around the promoter region was considered playing an essential
role in the activation of the leu-500 promoter, whether the global or the local-
ized supercoiling carries out the activation is not clear. In this study, we devel-
oped two in vivo systems to study how transient, dynamic DNA supercoiling
(TDDS) activates the leu-500 promoter. The first system consists of E. coli
topA strain VS111(DE3) and a linear plasmid. The topA strains provided an
IPTG-inducible T7 RNA polymerase for TDDS and also does not have a func-
tional topoisomerase I to remove the (-) supercoiled domain. In this case, the (-)
supercoiled domain should exist for longer time. The linear plasmid cannot be
globally supercoiled, which provided an excellent template to study TDDS
